RatCog: A GUI maze simulation tool with plugin “rat brains”
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\textbf{Abstract:} We have implemented RatCog, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) radial-maze simulation tool providing various computational models of rats. Rat models are loaded as runtime plugin files, and an Application Programming Interface (API) enables additional plugins to be created. One implemented plugin is a back-propagation trained connectionist model. GUI features include maze graphics and performance statistics. The GUI makes it easier to use these computational models, while the plugins make the models widely available.

Summary:

The RatCog project addresses two needs in the modeling of rat cognitive processes: the need for visualization and the need for portability. There is a need for visualization and graphical display of the simulations. While many computational models of rats (e.g., Benhamou, Bovet, & Poucet, 1995; Burgess, Recce, & O’Keefe, 1994; Guazzelli, Bota, Corbacho, & Arbib, 1998; Redish, 1999; Shapiro & Hetherington, 1993; Sharp, 1991; Trullier & Meyer, 1998; Zipser, 1985) have been aimed at issues relating to neuroscience, in order for these models to become widely available to practicing psychologists, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) needs to be provided. Just as windowing-based operating systems (e.g., MacOS) are often easier to use than text-based operating systems (e.g., UNIX), it also becomes quickly apparent that models with text-based output are often unintelligible to everyone (except their authors)! Visualization of computational models includes neuroscience issues (e.g., hippocampal neural cell or “place cell” visualization, Maida, Yuen, & Prince, 1996; Maida & Yuen, 1999), and RatCog complements this approach by addressing visualization and graphical display of rats on a maze and their associated performance data.
There is also a need for enhanced portability of rat computational models. When a practicing psychologist reads a book on computational models of rats (e.g., Schmajuk, 1997), it would be tremendously useful for them to be able to use these models in addressing their own research questions. Unfortunately, using other researcher’s models quite likely involves re-implementation, or porting program code. Even experienced computer scientists can find this task daunting (see also Maida & Yuen, 1999). RatCog addresses this issue by providing a standardized plugin architecture. A plugin architecture defines a standardized interface, the Application Programming Interface (API) for the plugins, enabling other programmers to create new plugins and hence add additional functionality to the system. New plugins are programmed by adhering to the API. “Rat brain” plugins designed for RatCog can be downloaded off the Internet, and rapidly used to address a researchers own problem of interest.

Methods

RatCog has been implemented in the C++ programming language on the BeOS operating system. BeOS is a windowing-based operating system available for Intel and PowerPC hardware, and has a “Personal Edition” that is a free download on the Internet (see http://www.be.com), and installs
easily as a 500 megabyte file under Microsoft Windows™ with no disk repartitioning necessary. RatCog provides a “software agent” environment (Russell & Norvig, 1995; see also Gunay, 2000) for rat-like intelligent agents. It is designed using a client-server approach to intelligent agent simulation (e.g., see the RoboCup Soccer Server, Noda, 1995).

The software architecture of RatCog is divided into four components: the GUI, the database, the world model, and the “rat brain” plugins. The GUI displays a radial-maze (see Olton & Samuelson, 1976), and it enables user control of the simulation while also displaying performance statistics. The database component enables the user to store and retrieve information about the simulation such as experiment settings (number of rats, trial scripts, etc.), the number of maze arms (between 2 and 16), settings relevant to the plugins (e.g., learning rate, number of hidden layers), and results of experiments. The world model provides the simulation of the maze and keeps track of the food on the maze and the current position of the rat. Through the API, the “rat brain” plugin can query the world model (just like a real rat can perceive the environment), and so the API provides access both to simulated sensory input and simulated motor output via interaction with the world model. The “rat brain” plugins perform the actual work of controlling the simulated rats.
In addition to a random-rat plugin which just chooses arms on the maze at random, we have implemented a connectionist model plugin, that is trained with the back-propagation technique (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986). Connectionist models simulate some abstract properties of biological neural systems and moreover often have the ability to learn. Our connectionist plugin represents places (positions on the maze) as vectors of eight real numbers. The plugin provides three kinds of models, differentiated according to their type of output (all models have a place as input). The three kinds are: place-place, place-response, and place-mixed models. Response outputs are represented as length two vectors (LEFT or RIGHT turns), and a “mixed” output refers to a length 10 output vector concatenating a place and a response.

Results

We are in the process of simulating a complex maze task (Prince, 1998) by using RatCog. The task in Prince (1998) involves rats learning a pair of paths on a four-arm radial-maze, and then learning the reverse of this pair of paths. Prior simulations of this task based on place and response hypotheses (Restle, 1957) have suggested that neither place nor response hypotheses nor a combination of place and response hypothesis closely
model the actual performance of rats on this task (Berkeley, Prince, & Gunay, 1999). The present plugin is aimed to replicate and extend the models of Berkeley et al. (1999). These prior models utilized a back-propagation trained connectionist model with no hidden layer. Our plugin has a setting enabling inclusion of a variable number of hidden layer units.

**Discussion**

This tool should assist practicing rat psychologists in modeling their tasks, and should positively impact their empirical research. The GUI should make the models easier to use, and the plugin architecture should enable rapid dissemination of various models. While other rat models in this context have had pedagogical goals (Graham, Alloway, & Krames, 1994), RatCog is targeted at the researcher. Planned future work includes extending the environment features to provide a plugin architecture. For example, RatCog currently is coded to simulate a radial-maze. Other mazes, such as the Morris water maze (Morris, 1981) would be valuable to include in the environment simulation. Other “rat brain” plugins that we have planned include a multi-food type foraging model to simulate a rat’s performance on chunking tasks (e.g., Macuda & Roberts, 1995), the Neath and Capaldi (1996) simulation, and the Burgess et al. (1994) hippocampal model.
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